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Abstract: Our research work proposes a system "Integrated
Clinician Decision Supporting System for Pneumonia and Lung
Cancer Detection (ICDSSPLD)" that can detect Pneumonia and
Lung cancer. ICDSSPLD uses CT scan images and leverages the
convolution neural network (CNN). The integrated system works
for both pneumonia and lung cancer and the end user for this
system are clinician and or patient. Our research work objectives
are as follows. Propose an integrated system for Pneumonia and
Lung Cancer Detection; Implement best in class Edge AI system
for Pneumonia detection; Implement best in class Edge AI system
for Lung Cancer detection; Implement integrated edge AI system
for Pneumonia and Lung Cancer Detection.The present work
proposes an integrated system for Pneumonia and lung cancer
detection i.e. the first research objective.
Index Terms: Pneumonia Detection, Lung Cancer Detection,
Edge AI System, CNN, deep learning, neural networks

I. INTRODUCTION
Any method or a system which is alleviating the pain,
restoring the health and extending life is considered as a
promoter for quality of life. The motto of ICDSSPLD falls
under the same category. Matter of the fact that - lung cancer
is a life-threatening disease and also widely known as critical
cancer. 13% of all new cancer diagnosis was categorized as
lung cancer, and 24% of cancer deaths are due to lung cancer,
as per SEER Cancer Statistics review [1]. One out of 16
American people is diagnosed with lung cancer and a new
diagnosis [1] nearly every two minutes. The other lung organ
disease considered in our research is Pneumonia. Pneumonia
[2] is equally dangerous and accounts for toddlers, accounting
for 16% of all deaths of children fewer than five years. Deep
learning techniques motivated us to leverage the best in class
technique Convolution Neural Network (CNN) to come up
with a unique and integrated system to detect lung cancer and
pneumonia. In our research, we have used the data sets for
pneumonia and lung cancer from the LIDC-IDRI [3] and
Mendeley [4].
In this paper, we are proposing an integrated system for
most common lung organ diseases - pneumonia and lung
cancer. Also, we discuss the preliminary research results in
this paper. Further, we will come up with a best in class edge
AI system for Pneumonia and lung cancer separately and
leverages the results and fine-tune the ICDSSPLD.
Here, we are proposing ICDSSPLD-CNN as an advanced
CNN architecture to address the ICDSSPLD. The
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ICDSSPLD-CNN comprised of 3 sets of sandwiches. Each
sandwich comprises two convolution layers and one max
pooling layer. This multi-layer CNN architecture enhances
the detection accuracy of the diseases. To come up with the
ICDSSPLD-CNN, we have exercised 16 combinations of
CNN layers. Results of all these combinations are analyzed to
finalize the combination. We have used the LIDC-IDRI [3]
and Mendeley [4] data sets for ICDSSPLD-CNN validation.
We summarize the CNN concepts in section 2. In section
3, we discuss our proposed deep learning architecture
ICDSSPLD-CNN. Section 4 is about preliminary research
results, and in section 5 conclude with future work.
II. CONVOLUTION NEURAL NETWORK (CNN)
The convolutional neural network (CNN) is a deep learning
neural network dedicated to image classification [6][7]. CNN,
also called as ConvNets has shown outstanding [13]
performance in natural image classification.
To identify the normal versus abnormal medical image, the
2D and 3D structures of an organ under study is critical. CNN
is the best in class [14][15] method to perform image analysis.
CNN performs image classification, localization, detection,
segmentation and registration for medical image analysis.
CNN preserves local image attributes during the image
compression process, in this context also described dimension
reduction. This unique characteristic keeps CNN as apart
from the other deep learning algorithms. Another key CNN
characteristic is the processing of 2D and 3D images with
slight modifications. In the health care domain, the X-rays are
2D images, and CT/MRI scans are 3D images [11][12].
Supervised machine learning algorithms and unsupervised
machine algorithm are suitable methods for medical image
analysis. In general, supervised machine algorithms need
significant amounts of training data. CNN is classified under
supervised machine learning algorithms. The examples for
unsupervised algorithms are Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs), Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs)
and Deep Belief Networks (DBNs.
The input for CNN is n*n pixel image segment. But the
classical methods take feature vectors as input. In CNN, the
image classification happens based on the appearance of the
image segment. CNN considers the highest score of the class
as CNN output.
The current machine learning disease detection/prediction
solutions are specific to the disease. But the present research
work came up with an integrated solution for lung diseases
pneumonia and lung cancer.
In our research work, the
input for CNN is pneumonia
and lung cancer CT scan
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image segments. The outputs are four scores of pneumonia
and non-pneumonia, lung cancerous and non-lung cancerous
[8][9][10].
The CNN architecture looks like the visual cortex of the
brain, which processes visual information. The input image
segment is passing through by consecutive layers to derive the
feature vector [18].

Fig.3 Pneumonia Data model generation

III. ICDSSPLD
Our proposed system ICDSSPLD comprised of
ICDSSPLD engine, Input image system, input enhancement
system and User alarm system. Fig. 1 describes the
ICDSSPLD system Black box view. The input patient image
is captured using the Input Image System. The captured input
image acts as the input for input image enhancement system.
The input image enhancement system leverages image
enhancement techniques. The enhanced input image is the
input for ICDSSPLD engine. The ICDSSPLD engine acts as
an intermediate layer between the input image system and the
ML system. Fig. 2 describes the interaction between different
components of ICDSSPLD.

Fig.4 Lung Cancer Data model generation
ICDSSPLD engine routes the given enhanced image to the
associated model, i.e. Pneumonia model and Lung cancer
model respectively. ICDSSPLD engine sends the
ICDSSPLD-CNN results to user alarm engine. Fig. 5
describes the ICDSSPLD system diagram.

Fig.5 ICDSSPLD System Diagram
User alarm engine sends the notifications to the end user
(patient/clinician) in three forms, i.e. visual notification,
audio notification and email notification. Fig. 6 describes the
user alarm system and different forms of user notification.

Fig.1 ICDSSPLD System Black Box View

Fig.6 User Alarm Engine
Fig.2 ICDSSPLD Sequence Diagram
The Pneumonia and lung cancer data set has been taken
from LIDC-IDRI [3] and Mendeley [4] data sets. The
proposed ICDSSPLD-CNN is used to train the models for
pneumonia and lung cancer detection. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4
describe the model generation process for pneumonia and
lung cancer models.
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Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 describes the
ICDSSPLD-CNN. The NN-SVG architecture [5] tools are
used to present the ICDSSPLD-CNN. Three sets of
convolution layer-convolution layer-Max-Pooling layers
combination is used to enhance the detection accuracy.
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Fig.7 ICDSSPLD-CNN Set-I Layers

Fig.8 ICDSSPLD-CNN Set-II Layers

Fig.9 ICDSSPLD-CNN Set-III Layers
The ICDSSPLD-CNN used as a linear classifier.
ICDSSPLD-CNN uses ReLU activation, Adam Optimizer
and weighted soft max cross entropy loss. Smaller regions of
actual input image feed are used to enhance the detection
results,
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Fig.10 ICDSSPLD-CNN architecture schematics
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Fig.11 ICDSSPLD-Pneumonia preliminary results
The first set of ICDSSPLD-CNN layers are described as
below.
i. The input image is 256x256x1
ii. The first convolution layer (Params: 3x3x32
/Activation: ReLU) output is 256x256x32
iii. The second convolution layer (Params: 3x3x32
/Activation: ReLU) output is 256x256x32
iv. Max Pool layer(Params: 2x2, stride 2) output is
128x128x32
v. The output of one layer acts as input for the next CNN
layer
vi. The output of the first set of ICDSSPLD-CNN layers
acts as input for the next CNN layer
The Second set of ICDSSPLD-CNN layers are described
as below.
i. The first convolution layer (Params: 3x3x80
/Activation: ReLU) output is 128x128x80
ii. The second convolution layer (Params: 3x3x80
/Activation: ReLU) output is 128x128x80
iii. Max Pool layer (Params: 2x2, stride 2) output is
64x64x80
iv. The output of one layer acts as input for the next CNN
layer
v. The output of the second set of ICDSSPLD-CNN
layers acts as input for the next CNN layer
The Third set of ICDSSPLD-CNN layers are described as
below.
i. The first convolution layer (Params: 3x3x160
/Activation: ReLU) output is 64x64x160
ii. The second convolution layer (Params: 3x3x80
/Activation: ReLU) output is 64x64x160
iii. Max Pool layer(Params: 2x2, stride 2) output is
256x256x1
IV. RESULTS
The ICDSSPLD-CNN is implanted using TesnorFlow. The
preliminary research results are described in Fig.11 and
Fig.12.
The pneumonia test results are as given below.
 Sample Data set: 624/624
 Processing time for each step is 487s 780ms
 Loss on test set: 0.9056972557536821
 Accuracy on test set: 0.8269230769230769
 Recall rate of the model is 0.98
 The precision of the model is 0.79
The Lung cancer test results are as given below.
 Sample Data set: 880/880
 Processing time for each step is 520s 820ms
 Loss on test set: 0.79956972557536821
 Accuracy on test set: 0.85230769230769
 Recall rate of the model is 0.97
 The precision of the model is 0.78
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Fig.12 ICDSSPLD-Lung cancer preliminary results
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Pneumonia and lung cancer are critical lung organ diseases.
Early detection of these terminal diseases will help in
preventing deaths. We developed an integrated system
(ICDSSPLD), which detects pneumonia and lung cancer in
early stages. The first research objective is addressed in this
paper. The proposed ICDSSPLD-CNN contains the three sets
of CNN layers. Each set contains two convolution layers and
one max pooling layer. ICDSSPLD-CNN architecture
enhanced the detection accuracy.
The preliminary results of proposed system are
satisfactory. We will extend our work to achieve the rest of
the research objectives.
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